The resistance mutation R155K in the NS3/4A protease of hepatitis C virus also leads the virus to escape from HLA-A*68-restricted CD8 T cells.
The NS3/4A serine protease of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) is one of the most attractive targets for specific antiviral agents. However, mutations conferring resistance may decrease the efficacy of these drugs. Although the level of resistance associated with specific mutations differs between different compounds, substitutions R155K and A156T reduce susceptibility to all protease inhibitors published so far. Interestingly, variants harboring the resistant mutation R155K were also detected as the predominant quasispecies in some treatment-naïve patients. Of note, key positions for resistance overlap with the HLA-A*68-restricted epitope HAVGIFRAAV(1175-1184). The aim of our study was to analyze the impact of protease inhibitor resistance mutations on the replication level and the antiviral CD8 T cell response against this HCV epitope. Our findings suggest that the R155K variant is associated with a relatively high replication level and with a substantial loss of cross-recognition by specific CD8 T cells targeting the epitope HAVGIFRAAV(1175-1184), providing a possible explanation for its existence in the absence of drug selection pressure.